The IMPASSE GAUNTLET 4/5/6-RAIL

NOTES:
1) These rails are required for cable & non-cable systems and have not locations.
2) Additional heights available on request
3) Fifth or Sixth rail optional. (Some heights noted require the entire rail)

IMPASSE™ RAIL
Specially formed high strength embrittled shape; lower tip continued to carry - Steel Cable and/or Sensor Cables for security.

IMPASSE™ PALE
Specially formed high strength corrugated shape; resists prying or bending, bolt holes recessed to prevent chiseling of bolt head.

IMPASSE™ POST
Specially formed I-Beam, pre-punched for multiple rail options.

SECURITY FASTENERS
Stainless steel security nut prevents tampering or removal by normal tools.

Base Material
Uniform Zinc Coating
(Hot Dip Galvanized)

Zinc Phosphate & Conversion Coating
Epoxy base coat
"No-Mar" Polyester
Powder finish cost

HIGH SECURITY STEEL FENCE
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